WORK PLAN AND METHODOLOGY

In this research purpose to receive survey and field study methods and differents data will be applied from the primary and secondary sources.

The source materials which will be used for this proposed work are collected from both the primary and secondary sources which are available in English, Arabic and Urdu language. The method of approach to the acquisition of data will be both directly and indirectly from many universities, colleges, libraries, journals, magazines, newspapers and internet etc.

The proposed research work will be contain the following chapters in addition to an introduction and conclusion.

Introduction :

Chapter --------- I : Arabic drama and Tawfiq al–Hakim.

Chapter --------- II : Themes and techniques of Tawfiq al hakim’s Drama.

Chapter --------- III : Social reality reflected in Daif al Thaqil.

Chapter --------- IV : Important of drama.

Conclusion